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Monoposto Championship announces new partner for
2016

The Monoposto Racing Club (MRC) is delighted to announce a new multi facetted partnership with
the JMTechnical Group (JMT) for 2016
As well as becoming the title sponsor for the prestigious JMT Mono Championship, JMT will
provide a number of significant services to the MRC. These include:



240V power generation for the entire Monoposto paddock where circuit power is not available
Enhancing the established Monoposto Paddock Hub facilities enjoyed by Monoposto members

JMTechnical group is a company that provides our customers with engineering solutions. We work in
some of the most challenging environments delivering complex and diverse systems. Our products
and services range from airport security checkpoints to kinetic energy recovery systems. The multi
industry experience of our team allows us to deliver unparalleled world class solutions.
The JMT Mono Championship 2016 will be contested over 16 rounds at some of the finest circuits in
the UK. Monoposto members compete in seven classes across a typical two grid format. In 2015 these
grids were near capacity and this success is expected to continue.
MRC Chairman, Edward Guest commented that “support from JMTechnical will certainly enhance
the racing experience with our club for our members. Many of our championship rounds are over a
weekend so for JMTechnical to be able to provide additional paddock facilities for our members will
be a great improvement and we look forward to a long association with them.”
JMTechnical Group Managing Director, James Williams said "At JMT we are very excited about this
new partnership with Monoposto and the opportunities it will bring. Monoposto has been a great
launch pad for our motorsport division and we look forward to the release of some new products and
services this year. "
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